SUPPLEMENTARIES 1

Methods and metrics 2
We aim at producing statistically robust information on the position of the landslides with regards to their respective distance 3 to rivers and crests in a given portion of the landscape. This cannot be achieved by constructing a simple distribution of 4 distances of the landslides cells (or centroids) to rivers and crests without normalizing for the relative frequency of crest and 5 river in the area of interest. Indeed variations in the relative proportion of crests and rivers within a given area will strongly 6 bias the resulting distribution of distance of any objects (landslides or others) randomly distributed in this area. Such bias 7 may appear because of variable crest (or river) frequency caused by either landscape natural shape or methodological effects. 8
For example, Fig. S1a -c illustrates the reduction of the crest network density with changing criterion of crest tagging. A given 9 set of landslides will appear to be much closer to crests in the landscape represented in Fig. S1 .a than in the one represented 10 in Fig. S1 .c, simply because crests are less frequent in the latter case. Note that a similar bias would appear with a variable 11 frequency of river channels. 12
Thus, to be able to discuss physical control on the statistical location of landslides relative to rivers and ridges across large 13 regions, it is necessary to find an adequate normalization for biases emerging from the definition of crests and rivers and for 14 comparing areas with variable landscape shape. 15
First, we define, for each cell of the landscape, its normalized distance to the river network |d st | expressed as (Meunier et al., 16 2008): 17
where d st and d tp are its flow distances to the nearest river and the nearest crest respectively. |d st | ranges from 0 for cells 19 located in the floodplains (i.e., with drainage area above a threshold defined following Montgomery, 2001) to 1 for cells 20 located on the crests (with a zero drainage area). The thresholds of drainage area we use to define channel heads vary from 21 0.02 to 0.5 km 2 in this study. Crests are mapped using a double criterion of null flow accumulation and a threshold of positive 22 curvature ( Fig. S1b ). By definition, cells with |d st |>0.75 stand in the upper quarter of the hillslopes, whereas cells with 23 |d st |<0.25 are in the lower quarter. A given portion of the landscape is characterized by its probability density function of 24 occurrence of |dst| values, PDF topo . In our analysis, we only consider this distribution over the interval (0,1), i.e. we exclude 25 all cells located on crests and in the floodplains, making PDF topo independent of variations of floodplain or crest width. 26 Figure S2 .e shows examples of PDF topo for 3 synthetic catchments with straight, concave and convex hillslopes respectively. 27
Whatever the hillslope curvature, PDF topo is a monotonic function with no asymptotic behavior toward zero and can therefore 28 be used for normalization. Landslide locations along hillslope are characterized by PDF ls , the probability density function of 29 |d st | derived only from cells affected by landslides. Then within portions of the epicentral areas (macrocells) we compute both 30 PDF topo and PDF ls and define the ratio of probability R p as:
(2) 32
In this way, the distribution of locations of the landsliding cells along hillslopes (here expressed in |d st |) is normalized by the 33 distribution of occurrence of locations in the landscape of the macrocell, effectively removing physical or methodological 34 biases ( Fig. S2.f as the mean value of R p over the upper and the lower quarter of the 38 hillslope respectively. Figure S1 .f shows three plots of R p computed from a given distribution of landslides (visible in Fig.  39 S1.e) in a macrocell of varying density of crests, only due to methodological choice in the definition of ridges. In contrast to 40 non-normalized landslide locations distribution plots ( Fig. S1 .e), the R p curves appear almost identical for the three ridge 41 definitions, demonstrating that R p is independent of the mapping methods of crests and rivers. 42
Statistical robustness 43
The use of R p to remove potential physical (due to landscape shape) or mapping biases but may still suffer from statistical 44 bias. For example a macrocell with only one landslide would allow to define R p , but would intuitively be suspected of not 45 being representative. More generally, we want to quantify the probability for a given topography and landslides within it that 46 the observed R p could differ from one because of statistical fluctuations rather than for physical reasons. In other words we 47 want to quantify the null hypothesis that R p >1 (or R p <1) is due to random fluctuations around PDF topo and hense insure that 48 we retain only statistically robust cases (macrocells) of landslide clustering. 49
If we select a random subset of N cells within a macrocell, that represent less than 10% of the macrocell area, this draw can 50 be considered as a sampling with replacement (SWR) and their probability to be at a given |d st | i follows a binomial law 51 B(n=N, p=PDF topo (|d st |=|d st | i )). Under these conditions, the distribution PDF rd of a random sampling of cells within a given 52 macrocell should converge toward PDF topo for a large number of samples, i.e (| | ) (| | ), 53 with N i the number of cells equals to | | in the macrocell. 54
Then, the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) gives the 90% prediction intervals of PDF rd (n,|d st | i ) as 55
(3) 56 for a given value PDF topo (|d st | i )=p and n independent random samples. The convergence towards a normal distribution 57
. Figure S2 .f shows the 90% interval on R p in the 3 synthetic catchments mentioned above 61 for 500 cells randomly drawn in the DEM. Note than as PDF topo monotonically grows with |d st |, the prediction interval is 62 generally smaller in the right region of the plot, i.e near the crests. As a result, if R p , computed from landslide cells in a 63 macrocell, is contained within I Rp , there is more than 10% chances that the difference between R p and 1 is due to chance 64 rather than any physical effects, and we will refrain from interpreting this macrocell. In contrast, regions where R p is found to 65 be beyond the interval I rp have less than 10% chance to be due to chance and can therefore be interpreted as resulting from 66 physical processes. Figure S1 .f shows an example of R p computed in a macrocell affected by 500 landsliding cells (red) and 67 exhibiting crest oversampling. By contrast, Fig. S2 .g shows an example of R p plot computed from a draw of 100 failing cells. 68
The peak observed at |d st |=0.8 cannot be interpreted as it remains confined within the interval of fluctuation of random draws 69 of 100 cells. 70
Note that as the probability ratio R p is built from the ratio of the normalized distributions of area of given |d st |, n should be the 71 number of cells affected by landsliding in the macrocell. But this method introduces a bias: as a landslide is composed of 72 several cells, for any cell i affected by landsliding of given |d st | i , its neighboring cell j has a higher probability of being at 73 |d st | j ≈|d st | i . In this approach, the draws are not independent anymore and the sampling with replacement hypothesis is not met. 74
We can bypass this problem by defining n as the number of landslides included in the macrocell. Because the number of 75 landslides per macrocell is much lower than the number of cells composing them, n is usually rather small, resulting in larger 76 intervals, and more conservative interpretation (as the criterion for statistical significance is stricter). The size of the macrocell is chosen in order to image the clustering with the best resolution as possible within the epicentral 85 area. There is too many areas not defined if the macrocells are too small and the special resolution is too low if the macrocells 86 are too big (Fig. S5 ). The average value of Rp crest over the whole epicentral area is converging with the macrocell size toward 87 1.22. 88
Validity of the metrics
The method we introduce aims at defining the landslide position independently of the distribution of area with |d st | in the 90 landscape. This condition is satisfied since is uncorrelated to both (| | ) and 91 (| | ) ( Fig. S6) . 92
The patterns presented in Fig. 2 can be biased by the landslide mapping technique. The inventories we use do not distinguish 93 between landslide deposits and scars. As landslides move downslope, by definition they preferentially affect the lower parts 94 of hillslopes. To test the robustness of our results, we have run the same analysis with the data from Taiwan, using the 95 landslide centroids and estimated landslide scars. To do this, we determined the length and the width of individual 96 landslides, and used the finding of Domej et al. (2017) that earthquake-triggered landslides scars have a stable width to length 97 ratio of Ar=0.6. The length of a landslide is equal to the difference between its maximum and minimum distance to river. The 98 width is calculated using the landslide length and area, assuming a rectangular shape. Then, the lower part of the landslide 99 polygon is progressively removed until Ar=0.6. The Northridge and Wenchuan inventories contain too many instances of 100 landslide amalgamation to perform a systematic, accurate scar extraction. For the Taiwanese case, the values of Rp crest 101 obtained from centroids and scars are plotted against the values obtained using the whole landslides in Fig. S7 . The results 102 from these three methods have a nearly 1:1 correlation. Therefore, the regional pattern of Rp crest seems to be preserved, 103
irrespective of whether we consider whole landslides or landslide scars. 104
Extraction of topographic features 105
In order to extract geometric features of the ridges, we simplify them considering they have triangular sections (Fig. S8) . 106
The slope height h ri , is defined as: 107
where H ri is the elevation of the crest cell r i and H j is the elevation of a river cell j distant of dst ri from r i . The half-base width 109 of a hill for the section S i through r i , L ri , is calculated as: 110 Figure S11 shows the Rp crest maps obtained using these three inventories. The one resulting from the Xu et al, 2014 covers a 119 larger area than the maps obtained from the two others catalogs. As a consequence of these two observations, we choose to 120 use for our analysis the catalog produced by Xu et al. 2014. 121
Topographic amplification 122
We notice that in certain areas, topographic ground-motion amplification might explain the landslides crest-clustering. The 123 topographic amplification can be approach by the smoothed curvature or the relative elevation ( Where the curvature matrix C is convolved by a n x n unit matrix. The characteristic smoothing length is defined as LS = 129 2.n.h where h is the resolution of the DEM in meter. The best correlation between smoothed curvature and amplification has 130 been found for LS equal to the half of the seismic wavelength. The distribution of the topographic half width (Fig. S17.c) in the area surrounded in white ( Fig. S17.a) gives us an idea 138 wavelength ranges at which ridges in that area may resonate and amplify ground-motion. Following Paolucci 2002, the 139 resonance of those ridges should occur theoretically for a median wavelength slightly higher than 800m. 140
We compare the distribution of smoothed curvature of the upper slopes (Cs) of the topography to the Cs where the landslides 141 are different scales (Ls=200m, Ls = 300m and Ls=500m) that would correspond to possible wavelengths at which 142 topographic resonance could occurs (Fig. S17 .e and S17.d). In the particular areas surrounded in white, the landslides seems 143 to oversample areas with high smoothed curvature. Hence, topographic amplification may be an explanation for slope failures 1.15, 1.17, and 1.23 (see table 2 for the other cases) . 174 175 
